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Business

is

REAL



AOZ aims to build a story-based metaverse through a decentralized community.

Based on this goal, ‘Series NFT’s were prepared and naturally a DAO-type

community was formed. Although AOZ NFTs itself are works of art, it issues 'AOZ

Tokens' (tentative name) that can be rewarded only through special stakings

beyond the pleasure of owning it. AOZ Tokens are not sold in advance. In the

future, AOZ NFTs and AOZ Tokens can be used for P2E games and the metaverse.

In addition, for the scalability of AOZ Tokens, a Multi-Platform Gateway will be

used on various blockchain platforms, such as Multi Defi, Story Contents, NFT

Salons, P2E Games, the metaverse, etc.



Market

Conceptually, the AOZ Project is an Asian Sci-Fi Fantasy project, filled with fantastical characters and a deep rooted lore. Yet

unlike other similar projects simply producing a finished content product, the AOZ project intends to launch an initial NFT

minting platform on 02.25.20222 with the release of 7,777 hero characters. Thus creating the beginning of the “AOZ Metaverse”

This allows for loyal fans of the AOZ Project to follow the project in all of its formats and platforms including the eventual

novel/webtoon content provided by Tapas Media.

Boost

Utilizing social media influencers across multiple platforms such as Twitter, Discord, Twitter, and YouTube has generated

tremendous growth. Having a community of 74 social media influencers in Korea (with tens of millions of followers) allows the

AOZ Project to boost its social media presence immediately, allowing for millions of followers invested in this project to also

follow the final novel/webtoon content on Tapas Media

Expansion

Based on internal calculations using a blockchain method, the AOZ Project is intended to expand 5X over the next three years.

From creating NFT’s based on initial concepts of the web novel and establishing a marketplace for these NFT’s, to creating a

game, all while utilizing a decentralized finance approach, with the ultimate goal of creating a new metaverse game…

MARKETING SNAPSHOT
The utilization of Decentralized Platforms to achieve goals…



TAM

SAM

SOM

NFT

DE/FI

METAVERSE

2021
Messari

14B USD

2021
JP Morgan

150B USD

2028
Emergen Research

8,289B USD

Systematic 3-level entry strategy through NFT, DE/FI, & the METAVERSE
From 16 trillion NFT Market(2021)
to a 9,800 trillion Metaverse(2028)



5X Strategy
From the creation of the AOZ Project NFT’s, to the multiple content platforms such as the proposed game, 

the ultimate goal is to accumulate 10 million citizens in the final metaverse game. 
The AOZ Project looks to significantly increase the number of participating citizens as each stage.

5X Quantum Leap

NFT

Create an Asian-based
fantasy NFT’s

& start building a
Metaverse

Casual Game

Create a NFT- based
Casual Meme Game
& establish a loyal

community

IP BIZ

Web novel, Web toon
Series, Movie

Metaverse

Create a Metaverse
Game service based on
‘Play to Earn’ through
NFT’s and key currency

Stake

Create a NFT Stake
service that increases

the long-term value of the NFT’s



Issue NFT’s
& Create a Universe

Community-based
Contents

De/Fi & Market 
Place

Completed Universe
Materializes as
/Phase #1 the 

Metaverse/Phase #1
Season #1

Heroes 7,777
Scripts 1,111
Stones 111

Season #2
Villains 8,888
Weapon 2,222
Notation 222

Season #3
Creatures 9,999
Architecture 3,333
Rhythm 333

/Phase #2 2023~
/Phase #3 2024~

/Community
Discord
Twitter
Telegram
Medium

/Contents
Web Novel
Webtoon
Movie
Series

/NFT MKT Place
/De-Fi

Staking
Swap

/Token

Casual Game
P2E Game

Story Contents
P2E Metaverse

MAIN / BIZ CONNECT / BIZ

IP / BIZ
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project

NFT
Stake & Swap

Release of 
puzzletype

RPG.
Using NFT.

Play to Earn
The last destination
of the blockchain

game.

A new lifestyle
based on the
Metaverse

NFT PROJECT NFT BANK

Casual GAME P2E GAME METAVERSE
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Company Name My Lord, Inc.

Co-CEO Choi Jun Pyo / Kim Jae Won

Initial Capital KRW 100,000,000

Key Members CCO and 15 Others

Date of Incorporation February, 2022

Company Business NFT to Metaverse
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Story

is

POWER



AOZ stands for the world's first series NFTs. Based on a vast worldview set on Earth

300 million years in the future, the AOZ series is planned for three phases at the

longest and three seasons at the shortest. This setting was possible because of LOOTS,

the first story-based NFT created with text. The AOZ series is inspired by Dom

Hofmann, the creator of LOOTS. In addition, it introduces collective creation and the

multiverse, the creative systems of the traditional blockbuster series. Through this,

AOZ holders will have the opportunity to directly participate in the huge cosmic story.

A story system in which anyone can participate and anyone can become a creator is

the greatest strength and value of the AOZ NFT Series.





Title
AOZ (Age of Zen)

Genre
Space Fantasy

Moto
The universe has always been unpredictable.

Setting
Earth, 300 million years from now. Built by someone, “the dungeon of civilization’ is
where everything resumed. The sun had lost its light and the moon was destroyed.
Yet information on human civilization was preserved, encrypted and stored in the
dungeon. The Earth was transformed into a completely different climate and ecosystem.
The story begins in "mahAdvIpa", a land where the three empires were war since
2022. Much those 300 million years were filled with the dark ages. One day, the
encrypted information was revealed and a newly formed human race could only
handle a small portion of that information. These new humans were only similar in
shape, but many were also different. Could this be the reason why mahAdvIpa was
similar to Earth from 300 million years ago? A new Earth with no sun or moon, but
rather a cloud-shaped ring surrounding the atmosphere. There is a new energy
emerging from the Earth.











Season 1 Prequel

2022.06

Creation of

1,111

Hieroglyphics

- Ancient

Scripts

Heroes

2022.02

Creation of

7,777 Heroes

- Heroes

Sequel

2022.10

Creation of 111

Zen stones

- Zen Stone

LAUNCH

SOURCE

CONCEPT

Season 3 Prequel

2023.11

Creation of

3,333

Architectures

-Architectures

Creatures

2023.07

Creation of

9.999

Creatures

-Creatures

Sequel

2024.01

Creation of 333

Songs

-Song &

Rhythm

PHASE #1

Season 2 Prequel

2023.02

Creation of

2,222

Weapons

-Launch

Weapon

Villains

2022.11

Creation of

8,888 Villains

-Villains

Sequel

2023.04

Creation of 222

Gestures &

Notations

-Gesture &

Notation

* 상기 일정은 개발 여건에 따라 변경될 수 있습니다.
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NFT

is

ECONOMY



AOZ
token

NFT
staking

MULTI
platform

AOZ
games

AOZ
metaverse



In traditional games, in-game purchases such as items obtained by players from the game have no real value.

And most game companies only want players to spend money, banning the sale of assets and accounts in

games. On the other hand, NFT games are powered by blockchain technology based on the concept of

tokenization and digital asset creation. It is also called P2E (Play to Earn) because tokenized digital assets can be

purchased and traded with cryptocurrency, which can then be converted into items that can be used in games.

P2E games using NFTs have pushed the boundaries of player-owned game revenue.

It should be noted that P2E is an open economic system where you can make real money by playing games or

performing other services in a game environment using cryptocurrency. By introducing blockchain to the game,

P2E can tokenize items that are judged to be valuable in the game environment with NFTs and trade them with

other virtual assets. So, the P2E model is an innovative game industry model. AOZ games allow players to own

all in-game assets from their own efforts and game time, and improve the gaming experience through voting

and decisions.



AOZ goes one step further by using reward tokens in NFT and P2E games for simple transactions, and intends to

suggest a method used to build a new ecosystem. AOZ Tokens are a key element in the AOZ ecosystem. AOZ Tokens

can only be held through AOZ NFT stakings until it is traded on DEX or CEX. However, the minimum team quantity for

maintaining the ecosystem is excluded. In order to make the use of AOZ NFTs more user-friendly, it is necessary to

upgrade the reward token model presented by the existing NFT-P2E games. AOZ Tokens are provided by staking AOZ

NFTs, and these AOZ Tokens are intended to be used to upgrade the virtual space where AOZ NFTs are staked. This

virtual space will be expanded to the metaverse space in the future, so that holders who have staked AOZ NFTs here

can get various attractions and additional rewards.

In addition, we will present a new staking model so that AOZ Tokens can be reasonably provided from high-grade AOZ

NFT holders to low-grade AOZ NFT holders. Through this, holders of AOZ NFTs of high rank will enjoy reasonable rights

and holders of AOZ NFTs of low rank will enjoy full compensation. If the use of AOZ Tokens obtained through AOZ NFT

stakings end in virtual space upgrades and transaction purposes, it will be no different from the model presented in

the existing NFT-P2E game. We designed a Multi-Platform Gateway to use AOZ Tokens in more diverse places. We will

support various services to AOZ holders through the Gateway that can access these various platforms.




